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THEOREM. A torsion free abelian group is separable ifeach element is 
contained ina completely decomposable direct summand. 
The concept of separability was introduced by Baer in his classic paper on 
torsion free abelian groups [ l] as a localization of complete dccom- 
posability. According to Baer’s definition, a group is separable if ach finite 
subset is contained ina completely decomposable direct summand. The 
purpose of this note is to point out that separability can be characterized n a 
truly local fashion-attention needfocus upon individual elements only, 
rather than upon all finite subsels. This suflicient condition is, of course, also 
necessary. 
Notation and terminology are standard 13, 41. All groups are torsion free 
abelian; all sums of groups are direct. The symbol t denotes the type of a 
designated elcmcnt or homogeneous group. 
Proof of the Theorem proceeds via two Lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. I,et G = A + B with A the direct sum of rank one groups Ai. 
Let b E B be an element which is contained inu completely decomposable 
direct summand of G and which satisfies t(b) c t(A,) for each Ai in the 
decomposition of A. Ihen b is contained ina complete[v decomposable direct 
summand of B. 
Proqfi We may assume that b is contained in a summand of G. 
G, + ... + G,, which is the direct sum of rank one groups Gj having distinct 
types uch that he component of b in Gj is nonzero for all j (4, Lemma 
86.81. Observe that (b) = t(Gk) for at most one G,; otherwise t(b) < t(G,). 
For each jf k, G, c B because t(b) < t(G,) and t(b) Ji: t(.4 i)for all ni. Since 
G, Z B for all .j# k and G, has rank one, G, C B, also. ‘l’hus the given 
summand G, I ... IG,, is in fact contained inB. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose G has the property hat each ~~~rn~~~ isco 
a completely decomposable direct summand and suppose G = A t 
completely decomposable offinite rank. Then each element of 
in a completely decomposable direct summand of B. 
ProoJ Let b E B be contained in the completely 
summand of 6, G, + ... + G,, and let C’ enote a cQm~leme~t tothis 
summ~nd in 6. We induct onthe rank of A. 
Suppose A has rank 1. Segregate thGts as follows. LetS be the sum of 
those G,‘s for which t(G[) $ t(A) and let L be the sum of those which satis 
r(GJ > +I). With this notation, G = 5’ i-L + C. Express b in terms of its 
and L components, b = s f 2. A consideration of ty
A c k + C. By applying the modular law, we obtain L + C = A -t 
~=(~+~)n~,sothatG=~+~+~.~oww~~te~a~thes~m 
and D components, d = a+ d. %y design, t(i) 2 t(A) and 
Lemma 1, applied toG = (S + A) -I- D and d, y 
= E i- F in which E is a completely decomposable 
d. By combining results, we obtain G = 5’ +A $ E + P with 
% + A + E completely decomposable couta~ni~~ s + a
ain using the modular law, we decompose S +A + 
= (S + A + E) ~7 B. Finally, H, as a direct summ 
le group, is itself completely decompo 
summand of G and so of B; an 
Now assume that he result holds for ali su ands Havana rank at most n
and suppose that A has rank n+ B (>2). Wr 
Under the induction hypothesis, b  contain 
direct summand of E + B. The desired then f~liows from the 
argument. 
can now be established by anelementary ~~~a~t~~r~ 
Proof of Theorem. Let G be a group in which each element is~~~t~~~e~ 
in a completely decomposable direct summan and assume that each su 
of G having at most it elements is likewise contained in such as~rnrna~~. Let 
X‘Y-tx,, Xll+l be any elements of G. y hypothesis, x, I.~~) x, are contain 
in a completely decomposable summ d A csf inite rank in G, G=A + 
y Lemma 2, the B component ofx,+ r is contained in some c~rn~~ete~~ 
decomposable direct summand C of B; A + C is then acompletely decom 
nosable direct summand of G which contains all of the xI’s. 
For homogeneous groups, the result can be sharpene to the fohowing. 
COROLLARY. A homogeneous group is s~~~r~~~@ if (arad ody $1 each 
pure subgroup of rank one is a direct surnrn~~~~ 
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Proo$ The sufficiency is an immediate consequence of the Theorem and 
the necessity s well known [4, Proposition 87.21. 
Remark. By a fortiori argument, he definition of quasi-separable groups 
[2] also contains a redundancy. 
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